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INDUSTRIAL SECTION  
 
Industrial 
Sim Lanka is proud to offer a variety of solutions to many 
industries, which in turn help them function 
smoothly, efficiently and productively. Our solutions range from oil 
purification systems to machinery that can transform businesses. 
 
Industrial Oil Purification 
With the increase in concern and focus on energy conservation the 
world over, Sim Lanka too has made itself a part of this global 
initiative. Our solutions for oil cooling and cleaning enable 
machines to operate at peak efficiency without malfunction or 
breakdown. 
 
Hydraulic Oil 
If you were not aware that hydraulic oil could be used for more 
than 25 years, then you were also probably not aware that losses 
due to hydraulic system failure could be turned in to zero loss. 
That is the promise of ELC (Electrostatic Liquid Cleaner), 
LVDH (Low Vacuum Dehydration), and PHE (Plate Heat 
Exchangers). 
While the ELC system is capable of removing contaminants 
irrespective of size, retarding oil oxidation and preventing 
sludge formation, the LDVH system, effectively removes water, 
air, and gases from oil at extremely low temperatures and 
thereby significantly reduces oxidation during the dehydration 
process.                     
These oil coolers provide zero leakage, zero downtime, and zero defects which mean you could run 
machines in high heat, high humidity and dust, at peak levels of production with consistent quality. 

If you have water in your oil, or your oil is black, or there is sludge in your 
sump, or you need to make frequent oil changes, or your system suffers 
from valve malfunction, or your filler is clogging regularly, or you have 

repeated machine breakdown or oil leakage, then you need to give 
us a call.  
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Transformer Oil 
High-vacuum transformer oil filtration and dehydration 
plants are suitable for all types of electrical insulating 
oils. At Sim Lanka we have standard high
filtration and dehydration plants to remove moisture 
(free and dissolved), gases, dirt and oxidation products 
from mineral based and synthetic silicon oils and 
others. However, we could also provide custom built 
plants as per specific customer requirements.
The plants work on a low temperature, high vacuum 
principle and primarily consist of heating which aids 
the filtration and moisture removal process, filtration 
which removes suspended particles, and vacuum 
systems which remove moisture (emulsified and 
dissolved). 
 
Other Industrial Oil 
The Centrifugal Oil cleaner has been proved to be the most 
effective and efficient unit to address issues of high oil 
contamination as it removes particles suspended in oil, such as 
magnetic, non-magnetic, organic and inorganic matter and
doubles the life of oil. In addition, extended oil change periods, no 
replacement of elements, increased machine life and improved 
machine operation, reduced energy consumption and substantial 
savings on engine operation and maintenance expenses a
of the other vital benefits of continuously using a Centrifugal unit.
 
Machinery 
The range of machinery that Sim Lanka has to offer helps businesses to run smoothly and their
machines to perform productively. These include the Electrostatic Liquid Cleaning equipment which 
enhances the usable life of oil and mechanical filters, by removing all types of particles such as metal, 
paper, wood, plastic and rubber. The Low Vacuum Deh
automatic system that overcomes centrifuging
Centrifugal Oil Cleaners used in a wide range of Industrial Oil 
Cleaning applications, Coolant Filtration Systems used in the 
steel, automobile and bearing industries, Gear Box Oil 
Filtration Systems which effectively removes solid 
contamination from gear boxes, Online Particle Counters that 
provide a complete solution for pre
online monitoring with computer interface and trending 
software, and Moisture in Oil Sensor, a high quality sensor 
which allows for proper monitoring and  therefore saves not 
only the oil but the environment as well.
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Doctor Blades 

Manufactured from a highly refined steel 
strip these superior quality lamella type 
doctor blades for the Rotogravure & 
Flexographic printing industry are produced 
by an ISO 9001: 2000 certified company. 
These doctor blades which are exported to 
many countries are available in several 
varieties and edge configurations based on 
customer specifications and process requirements. 
 
Static Eliminators 
The Sim Lanka team distinguishes itself by providing outstanding customer 
service and application expertise as we provide cost effective, practical 
solutions to your static control issues. Many Industries require specifically 
designed products for their application and as a result we offer a very 
comprehensive and customized product line for static neutralizing as well as 
static charging devices and web/sheet cleaners.  

Sim Lanka Engineering 
Customized Automation Solutions 
We at Sim Lanka are not only capable of designing machines as per the 
customer’s requirements but also modifying existing automated 
systems to improve 
efficiency and 
functionality. We 
excel in industrial 
automation system 
design and 
implementation 
such as pneumatic 
and electronic 
based systems like 
liquid filling 
machines, pouch 
making machines, 
form fill seal 
machines, stick 
packing machines, cartoon erectors, over warping machines, 
yoghurt filling and sealing machines, customized conveyer 
systems, batch mixing machines, water jacketed mixing 
systems, load cell based batch control systems and more. 
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PLC (Programmable Logic Controllers) and VFD (Variable Frequency Drive) installation 
At Sim Lanka we also specialize in PLC reprogramming, replacing 
PLC for existing machines and renovating outdated machines with 
new PLC systems. 
Installing VFD’s for any kind and any capacity of induction motors, 
or even synchronizing existing motor control systems with new 
VFD’s is another area we specialize in. 
 
Control Panel Design and Electronic Card Design 
Sim Lanka design electronic control cards and printed circuit boards 
as per customer requirements. We also supply semi and fully auto, 
control panels for machines. 
 
Electrical/Electronics 
In the years of being in the business of importing and supplying electronic and electrical products, our 
product range varies from Soldering and De-soldering equipment, Clean room items, ESD products, 
Cotton Applicators, Static Control equipment, UV cables Fume Extraction Units, Magnifying 
equipment, Surge Arrestors, Cable Ties and Tie Mounts and Heat Shrinkable Tubes. 
 
Soldering and De-soldering Equipment  
This range of products used in the manufacturing process of Load cells, PCB assembling and 
reworking, SMD reworking, electronic and automobile harnessing are all ESD safe. 

 
The product range includes flexible solutions for soldering and de-soldering applications introducing 
Soldering, Micro-tools, De-soldering, Hot Air, Rework, Fume Extraction, 
Electronic Screwdrivers, Dispensing Systems and Accessories, etc. The 
superiority of our products are: 

• One power unit for all re-work applications 

• Compact set more cost effective compared to single units 

• High flexibility since many tools are connectable such as soldering 
and de-soldering irons, hot air irons, preheating plates, wire strippers and solder baths. 
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ESD Products  
Static control is critical during electronic manufacturing and these products are primarily used to 
prevent electronic circuit boards and other electronic products from electrostatic charge. Whether the 
requirement is ESD Bags, ESD Finger cots, ESD Gloves, ESD Mats, ESD Tapes/Labels, ESD Bubble 
Bags, ESD Jackets or ESD Slippers, Sim Lanka can provide it. 
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Cable Ties/Mounts 
The extensive range of 
customized cable ties 
and cable tie mounts we 
offer can be used in 
electronic, electrical and 
telecom industries to 
suit their many 
specialized needs.  
 
 
 
 
Surge Arrestors  
The latest technology of bridge, diode and 
transient voltage suppressors surge protective 
device are products we offer. We can also provide 
a production series of SMD and disc varistor, chip 
and dip thermistor. 
 
 
 
Heat Shrinkable Tubes 
Sim Lanka is the proud representative of 
CYG, a leading manufacturer of heat shrink 
products and power cable accessories which is 
an ISO 9001 certified company with UL 
approval. 
In addition to the series of Heat Shrinkable 
Tubes for the Electronic industry, power cable 
accessories such as bas bars, terminal joints, 
anti-tracking tubes, flame resistive tubes, sem
conductive insulation tubes, etc., can also be 
supplied on request.   
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Cotton Applicators 
Manufacturer of high quality products, HUBY is as an internationally approved Japanese brand that is 
represented locally by Sim Lanka. The HUBY product range includes Cotton Swabs, Clean room 
Wipers, etc.   
 

 
 

  

Summary of services offered: 

• Oil Purification 

• Moisture removal from oil 

• Oil testing 

• Break Down Voltage (BDV) testing  

• Acidity, DGA & Furan testing 

• PLC repairs 

• Machine repairs 

• Automation solutions 

• Customized machinery 

• Ultrasonic containers 
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PACKAGING MATERIALS

Sim Lanka manufacture
materials such as Aluminum foils, wrapping papers, laminated 

papers, plastic containers, universal PVC containers etc.

1. Rigid materials 2. Flexible materials

RIGID PACKAGING 

Injection & blow moulded components made from HDPE /PP. Thermoformed & vacuum formed 
articles such as Dispenser cups for coffee, tea, other drinking cups, Trays for biscuits & cakes. Print 
options up to 5/6 colors are available.

 

ULTRASONIC WELDED CONTAINERS

Made from FOOD GRADE PET / PVC 

� High Clarity 
� Very Good MVTR 
� Hygenic  
� These containers are made from food grade PET/PVC sheets in thickness of 0.2mm/0.3mm 

welded ultrasonically with injection molded top &
heat sealable alufoil.  
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ULTRASONIC WELDED CONTAINERS 

PET / PVC materials:  

from food grade PET/PVC sheets in thickness of 0.2mm/0.3mm 
welded ultrasonically with injection molded top & bottom pieces. The top could be sealed using 
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Ideal for secondary packaging for a variety of products for that value added look…  
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FLEXIBLE MATERIALS 

Sim Lanka caters to the diverse needs of the packaging 
for general purpose & specialized usage. Given below are the major categories & application areas

> High dielectric strength, tensile strength films for cable core wrapping (UL approved).
> Plain and Printed Food Grade Approved Aluminum Foils for dairy industry, mineral water,                 
fruit juice, medical packaging, tea industry, coffee industry, milk powder, etc.
> Laminated and Printed Films 
> Polycoated Paper Products 

Available in reel or die punched as desired by customer

    

 

 

 

FILMS 

A very special film on which a partial 
customized designs. It enhances the shelf appeal, retains to a large 
extent the barrier properties while at the same time ensuring 
product visibility. 

Specially coated, heat sealable, clear / 
with holographic embossing on the surface. These are suitable for print 
lamination as well as for over wrapping purposes. They also s
major deterrent to counterfeiters. Available in narrow & wide web widths.

General purpose films for the packaging of such products as batteries, 
razors, blades etc. Non toxic (food grade) for pharmaceutical & food 
packaging 

A very special category of coated & 
the art equipment. These are available in 2D/3D digital images & 
hologram form. In addition special effects such as image flip (two channel effects), use of color & 
shading prismatic components & Micro text fields are also available. These holograms could be 
available in the form of pressure sensitive stickers 

Complete designing & mastering f
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Sim Lanka caters to the diverse needs of the packaging industry by providing a wide range of products 
for general purpose & specialized usage. Given below are the major categories & application areas

High dielectric strength, tensile strength films for cable core wrapping (UL approved).
ood Grade Approved Aluminum Foils for dairy industry, mineral water,                 

fruit juice, medical packaging, tea industry, coffee industry, milk powder, etc. 

punched as desired by customer 

A very special film on which a partial metalizing is done as per 
customized designs. It enhances the shelf appeal, retains to a large 
extent the barrier properties while at the same time ensuring 

Specially coated, heat sealable, clear / metalized BOPP / PET films 
on the surface. These are suitable for print 

lamination as well as for over wrapping purposes. They also serve as a 
major deterrent to counterfeiters. Available in narrow & wide web widths.  

General purpose films for the packaging of such products as batteries, 
razors, blades etc. Non toxic (food grade) for pharmaceutical & food 

A very special category of coated & metalized film produced on state of 
the art equipment. These are available in 2D/3D digital images & 
hologram form. In addition special effects such as image flip (two channel effects), use of color & 

omponents & Micro text fields are also available. These holograms could be 
available in the form of pressure sensitive stickers (in sheets/ reels) or in the form of hot stamping foils.

Complete designing & mastering facilities are also available.
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FOIL 
 
Hot & cold stamping foils are utilized on a wide assortment of products. These include packaging, 
greeting cards, electronic devices, 
household appliances, cosmetics, textiles, 
furniture, automotive parts, and 
numerous other items. KURZ's state-of-
the-art application technology, magnetic 
foils, and holograms provide effective 
and attractive brand name protection, as 
well as increased security for businesses 
everywhere. 
Sim Lanka is the authorized agent for 
Kurz foils of Germany & Mirae foils of Korea in Sri Lanka. 
 
 
DECORATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR TEXTILES 
 
Being the authorized agent of VAP CHEM India, Sim Lanka offers a wide range of products that can 
enhance textiles & offer your textile buyers more designs that can capture consumers all over the world. 
Products offered Glitter Powder, Foil Powder, Metal Powder, Inks, Pearl Paste, Foil Binders, Foam 
Pastes, Velvet Inks, Spartex Dyes, Eco Acid and more… 
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SOME OF OUR PARTNERS
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OUR PARTNERS: 


